
PIATNIK-HIGH QUALITY AND LONGEVITY 
By Rod Starling 
 

For many years I have possessed, admired and 
enjoyed various decks of cards produced by the 
venerable playing card company, Ferdinand Piatnik 
& Son, which was founded in 1824.  Accordingly, it 
has been producing high quality playing cards in a 
variety of styles for 190 years and it produces about 
25 million decks annually which is proof of the 
enormous world-wide popularity of its incredible 
variety of cards.  As I write this, there are 428 Piat-
nik decks listed on Amazon! 
 
Having monitored eBay for many years, I have ob-
served that specimens of Piatnik’s regulation 
decks, regional patterns, Tarot, Tarock and other 
decks often come up for auction.  I am proud to 
count several specimens of Piatnik’s decks in my 
collection, including some of its excellent facsimiles 
of historically important decks.  However, my ob-
servations of the eBay auctions give me the im-
pression that in spite of Piatnik’s great popularity 
with the general public, American card collectors, at 
least, tend to overlook the virtues of its cards as 
collectable and I am wondering why that may be 
the case.  I believe that Piatnik decks compare fa-
vorably with those of the long-gone firm, Bernard 
Dondorf, whose cards are so highly collectable.  At 
the present time, Piatnik is producing some very 
attractive court card designs as well as a multitude 
of thematic back designs. For example there is an 
Impressionist Masterpiece double deck featuring 55 
different paintings by the masters in each deck.  
There is also an Impressionist Series of six double 
decks featuring back designs by Degas, Van Gogh, 
Monet, Renoir, Cezanne and Toulouse Lautrec.  
There are also decks featuring classic composers 
such as Mozart and Strauss and a very nice double 
deck named Glorious America which features 
American Presidents and famous American women 
such as Dolly Madison and Betsy Ross.  In short, 
there are great double decks that should appeal to 
every collector and the list is endless. 
 
All of Piatnik’s cards are of the highest quality and 
certainly equal to or better than the quality achieved 
by Dondorf.  Unfortunately, some of Piatnik’s very 
early decks and court card designs have long been 
discontinued.  Therefore, I would think that any 
such cards that have survived are collectable.  On 
the other hand, some of Piatnik’s early court card 
designs have been slightly re-drawn and re-issued. 
 
Given the space constraints of this article, I can on-
ly scratch the surface in discussing the large as-
sortment of decks produced by Piatnik and even at 

that, my selections and observations are highly 
subjective being that they are based upon decks in 
my own collection and therefore reflect my own 
preferences.  I will touch upon Piatnik’s regular 
decks which feature really lovely court cards and 
also upon a few of its Tarock decks.  Mention will 
also be made of a few of Piatnik’s fabulous, limited 
edition facsimile decks.  In all instances, any dates 
that I may give to certain decks represent my best 
guess.  Rarely can dates be stated with certainty 
but I have tried to get as close as I can by relying 
on catalogues and other sources.  Whereas we 
know the production code for the cards of the Unit-
ed States Playing Card Company which allows us 
to know the date of their manufacture, I am not 
aware of any such code for the decks of Piatnik.   
 
I will start with a 32 card deck that was issued with 
three Jokers which I obtained without a box or 
wrapper.  I believe the deck was originally known 
as Costume Cards No.167.  Identical court cards 
from the 52 card version of the deck are pictured in 
the Fournier catalog as Austrian, No.25 and dated 
c1930.  The 52 card version is also pictured in the 
Carey catalog as Austria #171 and dated c1936.  In 
1978, Piatnik reprinted this deck with slight re-
drawn differences as Luxury No.2167.  I am show-
ing the King of Hearts from each issue and it can 
be seen that the King of the earlier issue has four 
hands to accommodate the reversible feature of the 
picture while in the later edition, the design has 
been cleverly modified to include just two hands 
with very little change overall.  The back design and 
Jokers are the same in both issues. 
 

   
 

Another deck that underwent re-drawing with slight 
differences was the Baroque No.18 deck.  Many 
years ago, I obtained from Gene Hochman a copy 
of the then current catalog of playing cards com-
piled by Franz Braun.  According to Braun, the de-
signs of the court cards in the Baroque No.18 deck 
originated in1895 and were regular poker size.  As 



far as I am able to tell, in 1950 and again in 1961, 
the court cards were re-drawn and issued in bridge 
size decks, each having three Jokers.  I show the 
King of Hearts and the Queen of Spades from the 
earliest specimen in my collection which I believe 
dates c1928 and, for comparison, I am also show-
ing the same cards from the 1961 issue.  It will be 
noticed that with this deck, the King of Hearts has 
four hands in both versions and the details of the 
picture are just about unchanged.  The size, of 
course, is different but it is mostly in the facial ex-
pressions that a difference can be seen, particularly 
with the Queens of Spades.  In the later version 
she has a much more modern look about her.  The 
latest edition of the deck is a double deck packaged 
in Piatnik’s usual attractive box numbered 2118. 
 

  
 

  
 

In 1900, Piatnik produced a deck named on the 
wrapper as Jubilaums Whist No.104.  It has 52 
cards plus a Joker which, oddly, is spelled “Jocker”.  
Although designated for playing the game of Whist, 
it is a wide deck.  The deck is listed in Carey as 
Austria #169 but un-named.  Apparently, the wrap-
per bearing the name of the deck is missing from 
that collection.  Fournier lists the deck, also un-

named, as Germanic No. 214 and dates it c1900.  
The wrapper may also be missing from that collec-
tion.  I believe that the deck was issued on the oc-
casion of the 70th birthday of the Austrian Emperor, 
Franz Joseph as I can find no other historical Aus-
trian event in 1900 that would account for the issu-
ance of the deck.  The court cards in this deck are 
so beautiful that I am showing six of them. 
 

    
 

   
 

Another appealing Piatnik deck is named on its 
wrapper as Austrian Whist No.150.  It has very nice 
court cards, a fabulous Ace of Spades and three 
duplicate Jolly Jokers.  This too is a wide deck pro-
duced on linen stock with four corner indices, a fea-
ture that I do not like but as the deck is otherwise 
so outstanding I can easily overlook that. The 
wrapper states that there are 55 cards. However, 
the deck is listed in Carey as Austria #24, dated as 
c1926 but described as having two Jolly Jokers and 
in a wrapper stating that there are 54 cards!  Carey 
doesn’t mention a tax stamp on the deck and my 
specimen does not have one.  As I point out below, 
after 1939, tax stamps in Austria were no longer 
affixed to the cards.  It would therefore appear that 
the deck in my collection, having no tax stamp, 
must have been made after 1939.  Because my 
deck is in a wrapper, rather than a box, I was in-
clined to date it as c1939. However, while preparing 
this article, I came upon an offering on eBay of a 
double deck of the exact cards, with the exact back 
design, packaged in a box named Rummy No.150.  
My first thought was that those cards must be an 
edition later than Austrian Whist No.150 seeing as 
they were in a box, not a wrapper.  However, closer 
examination of the eBay scans showed that each 
deck had a tax stamp on the Ace of Hearts with a 



value of one schilling. I was able to identify that 
stamp by referring to the research of Peter 
Endebrock, as mentioned below, and found that it 
was valid from 1926 to 1934.  So now I am in a 
quandary as to not only the date of my deck but 
also as to its manufacturing history in general. 
 

 
 

Well worthy of mention is the Kaiser Imperial 
No.2138 deck, issued in 1975* and listed in Carey 
under Germanic Countries, No.430.  In addition to 
having named Royalty court cards and three Jok-
ers, the back design features the impressive Aus-
trian Imperial Coat of Arms.  The deck was sold in 
an attractive re-designed box numbered 213847 
named Kaiser Jubilaum and featuring oval portraits 
of Kaiser Franz Josef and Kaiserin Elisabeth on the 
lid.  The back design is the Austrian Imperial Coat 
of Arms and there are three Jokers in each deck.  
According to Fournier, the deck was originally is-
sued in 1898 to commemorate the 50th year of the 
reign of Kaiser Franz Josef.  He appears as the 
King of Hearts with the commemorative year 1898, 
in parenthesis.  His wife, Kaiserina Elisabeth, who 
appears as the Queen of Hearts, was assassinated 
on September 10 of that same commemorative 
year, 1898.  The Kaiser is also pictured on the King 
of Diamonds as a young man 18 years old in 1848, 
the year that he ascended to the throne.  Five years 
later, on February 18, 1853, an assassination at-
tempt was made on his life which he survived and 
he continued to reign for a total of 68 years, a reign 
that ended when he died on November 21, 1916. 
This is really an interesting deck with historical 
characters, decorated Aces, colorful Jokers, a glo-
rious Imperial Coat of Arms back design and a 
provenance dating back 116 years!  
 

 

Another Piatnik deck of particular interest is the 
Austrian Folklore deck listed in Fournier as Ger-
manic No. 272 and dated c1935.  The court figures 
are dressed in traditional costumes of Austrian 
Provinces and according to Fournier, the Queens 
are portraits of four members of the Piatnik family!  
Fournier notes that the deck was donated to its 
museum by Piatnik and included a booklet.  I think 
that the reference to the Queens should be taken 
as accurate, particularly since Carey, listing the 
deck at Austria No.172, reports the same thing re-
garding the Queens.  Collectors should find this fact 
to be a charming feature of the deck.   
 

   
 

   
 

I have always been attracted to the 32 card Kaffee-
hause-Pikett No.1 deck.  I do not know whether or 

not it is still in production.  My specimen of the deck 
 is in a wrapper, which is in itself is a nice piece of 
memorabilia, and the No.1 suggests that it is per-

haps an old issue, possibly c1920.  It is larger than 
standard size, measuring 4 1/8 X 2 ¾ inches and it 
has no indices.  The court cards appear to be at-
tired in medieval clothing and are in a style often 

seen in Tarock decks.  There are a couple of intri-
guing details in the deck. On the Ace of Spades, 
Wein 89 is printed and when the King of Hearts is 
viewed one way, he is holding a scroll on which, in 
very tiny print, are the letters “JN”.  I have no idea 

as to what they relate.  My guess would be that the 
letters “JN” could be the initials of the designer and 



the “Wein 89” could refer to when the deck was de-
signed.  The deck always gives rise in my mind to 
images of quaint old coffee houses in old villages 
where local folk regularly played cards.  I like to 
think that in spite of modern developments, such 

places may still be found where the cards of old are 
still in play. 
 

 
 

 
 

My latest Piatnik acquisition is also worthy of men-
tion because of the artistic treatment given to its 
outstanding box, the special Aces and court cards 
as well as to the pip designs on the court cards 
which are set on a gold ornamental background.  It 
is a double deck set called Vienna Melange and the 
court cards and three Jokers feature historical 
characters representing the variety of cultures that 
make up the population of Vienna.  For some rea-
son, the deck is hard to find, Amazon does not 
have it and according to Piatnik America, it is not 
imported to the U.S.A.  I was able to obtain the 
deck from a dealer in the Netherlands, Lion Games 
& Gifts Europe - email: sales@liongames.net 
  

 

Those are just a very few decks from the great out-
put of Piatnik.   
 
In addition to the many stylized regular playing card 
decks, this company has also produced some very 
ornate Tarot and Tarock decks.  Space will allow 
me to show only three of my favorites. I believe Pi-
atnik’s Tarock No.1935 deck was a popular issue, 
in fact, it may still be in production because in 
checking eBay, I found three specimens of the deck 
up for auction and each one had a different number 
such as No.1936; No.1903; No.36a and even   
Kasino Tarock No.35.  
 

 
 

I have two of the decks in my collection. One, which 
I purchased in 1955, has neither a wrapper, a box  
or a tax stamp to help date the deck.  That may 
mean that it was made after 1939 because tax 
stamps were no longer affixed to cards in Austria 
after that year.  I purchased the other specimen of 
the deck in its original box in 1973.  There is no tax 
stamp on this deck either but the box did at least 
provide the title of the deck as Tarock No.1935.  It 
is a genre deck, so-called because other card mak-
ers have produced decks that are very similar.  The 
trump cards appear to represent simple folk scenes 
and if there is any symbolism to them, I unable to 
discern it.  The court cards are very striking and I 
find it interesting that all of the Queens have red 
hair.  Again, I must say that these cards, like so 
many others by Piatnik, make delightful additions to 
any collection and it does not matter whether they 
are out of print, still in production, costly or other-
wise. In my opinion, they have intrinsic value based 
on their artistry and historic relevance. 
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The Kaffeehaus Tarock 9a is a deck quite similar to 
the Tarock No.1935 described above except that it 
is a little larger.  It too is steeped in the nostalgia of 
the quaint coffee house card playing era.  The 
specimen in my collection is in a wrapper (above) 
but there is no indication of a date and no tax 
stamp. It is pictured in Volume 1 of the Encyclope-
dia of Tarot, page 324 but even there, it is undated. 
 

The Union Tarock No.128 is another genre deck 
similar to the two others just 
described but the colors of 
the cards are close to pastel, 
being quite delicate.  It is al-
so a large size deck and a 
tax stamp on the Ace of 
Hearts suggests a date of 
c1923.  However, our es-
teemed member, Peter 
Endebrock, to whom I am 
indebted for his marvelous 
research in the field of play-
ing card tax stamps, has 
pointed out that such stamps 

can be unreliable as a guide to dating decks. I high-
ly recommend Peter’s website www.endebrock.de 
for a most complete analysis of this subject.  In par-
ticular, Mr. Endebrock cautions that “...the cards 
may have been produced much later than the 
stamp indicates.”  As a possible case in point, the 
tax stamp on my Union Tarock No.128 is one that 
was valid from 1920 to 1926 with a value of 4000K 
(Kronen). The box which contains the deck gives 
the maker as Ferd. Piatnik & Sohne, A.G. The let-
ters A.G. after a German or Austrian company 
name indicates that it is a limited partnership, but 
according to its website, Piatnik did not assume 
that status until 1939! Why a stamp valid from1920 
to 1926 would be used is puzzling because two lat-
er tax stamps were issued, one of which was valid 
from 1926 to 1934 and the other, from 1934 to 
1939.   
 
Piatnik has also produced a number of great fac-
simile decks, some of which I have covered in pre-
vious articles.  For example: there are the Botanical 
and Musical decks, both done by Loschenkohl in 
1806 and reproduced in limited edition facsimiles 
by Piatnik in 1978 and 1981, respectively.  I recent-
ly contacted the Piatnik Company and was in-
formed that the Botanical deck is out of print but the 
Musical deck is still being produced.  I described 
both decks in an article titled Some Facts about 
Facsimiles which was published in the June, 2008 
issue of Clear the Decks. Members who have 
joined the club after that publication can still view 
the article on the club website.  

In 1918, Piatnik issued the Das Soldaten Tarock 
deck which was basically a World War 1 propagan-
da deck for the German cause.  As I noted in my 
previous article, on June 21, 2006 this deck sold at 
auction by Christies, New York, for $1,680.00.  In 
2010, Piatnik issued an almost exact facsimile of 
the deck that was featured in an article I did for the 
March, 2011 issue of CTD, titled Something New 
and Topical which can also be viewed on the club 
website.  Finally, there is the magnificent 1976 fac-
simile of the 15th century Hofampterspiel deck that 
Piatnik issued in a limited, numbered edition of just 
1000 copies. I have also briefly described that deck 
in a previous article but it is such an important part 
of playing card history that I may write a further, 
more comprehensive article about it in the future. 
 
I have mentioned that some of Piatnik’s decks have 
three Jokers. I will add that they are attractive addi-
tions to the decks. Piatnik’s choice of colors utilized 
in the various court cards and Jokers, coupled with 
the quality of the highly polished stock with which 
every deck is made, makes each deck nothing less 
than “De Lux” and we are fortunate that this vener-
able company has continued to manufacture these 
wonderful cards over such a long period of time.  
 
I have only covered a few of Piatnik’s decks but I 
hope that you will view this article on the club web-
site so as to appreciate the colors.  As I have not-
ed, Piatnik’s cards have been considered worthy of 
a place in two of the world’s largest and prestigious 
playing card collections, namely: the Carey Collec-
tion at Yale University and the Fournier Collection 
in Spain. Why not also in yours? 
 
*When I purchased this double deck set in 1975, both 
decks were sealed and the box itself was also cello 
wrapped and sealed. I have since often seen the same 
set offered on eBay with the same number 2138, which 
included a booklet that provided, among other things no 
doubt, the family tree of the Austrian Monarchy and con-
firmation that the deck was originally issued in 1898. The 
booklet was missing from my set and I would have liked 
to have had it as a reference in preparing this article. I 
have been advised by Mr. Richard Brookshire of Piatnik, 
America that this deck is no longer being imported to the 
U.S.A. It is, fortunately, still often found on eBay.     

 

Editor’s Note; Rod has done a masterful job with 
this article on a company that often gets overlooked 
by collectors.  The cards are similar in design and 
quality to Dondorf’s and later examples are readily 
available.  Maybe Dondorf decks  are more collect-
ible because they are so well documented in “Die 
Dondorf’schen Luxus Spielkarten”.  Thanks Rod for 
sending us this interesting and informative article. 
As usual we have learnt something new. 

http://www.endebrock.de/

